
indicators from the Institute of Sup-
ply Management suggest the US 
economy is showing signs of weak-
ening. Meanwhile, the median con-
sumer price index, a measure of in-
flation, is approaching 3%.  Asset 
prices, which have become the foun-
dation of any remaining economic 
confidence, are extremely vulnerable 
to an interest rate increase because of 
their elevated valuations.  
 
This adds up to a nearly inescapable 
quandary for the Fed: what is the 
potential cost to “normalise” levels 
of interest rates? Janet Yellen, gover-
nor of the Federal Reserve, said re-
cently interest rate increases are now 
“expected to be somewhat slower.”   
 
Former chief economist at the Bank 
for International Settlements, Wil-
liam White, said the Fed is now in a 
horrible dilemma as it tries to extract 
itself from QE. "It was always dan-

gerous to rely on central banks to sort 
out a solvency problem when all they 
can do is tackle liquidity problems. It 
is a recipe for disorder, and now we 
are hitting the limit."1  
 
In other countries, the divergence 
with the US is pronounced with the 
“loosening” become even more un-
conventional.  
 
The European Central Bank (ECB) 
recently deployed ‘Targeted Longer-
term Refinancing Operations’, in 
which the ECB is actually offering to 
pay banks to lend. The ECB is also 
utilising negative interest rates 
(NIRP) on excess bank reserves while 
increasing its QE in a last ditch effort 
to stimulate moribund economies.  
 
Today, negative yields are on offer for 
German 8 year Bunds and Swiss 12 
year bonds. There is currently $7 tril-
lion in negative yielding debt out-
standing. To be clear: those buying 
this debt are guaranteed to get back 
less than they originally invested! As 
such, there is little margin for invest-
ing error. 
 
In Japan, the signs of stress are multi-
plying as the country is again slipping 
into recession with deflation resur-
gent.  The debt-deflation cycle in Ja-
pan has resisted Keynesian and mone-
tary stimulus for years. Trade has 
given up its early gains under Abe-
nomics (‘three arrows’ to save the 
economy) and is now in serious de-
cline again. Announcing its own 
NIRP in January, government bond 

“If you took all the economists in the world 
and laid them end to end . . . you should 
leave them that way.”           

Unknown 
 
In the world of central banking, the 
economists’ hands have been busy.  On 
the one hand, the Americans are osten-
sibly tightening monetary policy while 
on the other hand, the Europeans, Japa-
nese and Chinese are loosening it.  
 
In America, not many people seem to 
realise that the Fed has actually tight-
ened by over 3.25%, far more than just 
the official quarter point hike last De-
cember. This is because of the subse-
quent tightening that resulted by end-
ing quantitative easing (QE) in October 
2014. The tightening effect can be ob-
served in the Wu-Xia Shadow Federal 
Funds rate. (See chart.) 
 
Consequently, economic growth stalled 
in the last quarter of 2015, and corpo-
rate profits are now falling. Economic 
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curred about $5 of new debt for every 
$1 of additional GDP.  By stoking 
debt bubbles, central bankers have 
instead developed what may prove to 
be a  1930s-style debt-deflation trap.4  
 
After seven years of continually try-
ing to lower rates, with the expecta-
tion of economic growth is just 
around the corner, perhaps it is time 
for central bankers to recognise that 
this lever is not working. The fact that 
they keep reverting back to the inter-
est rate lever is a sign of desperation. 
Is this an admission by central bank-
ers that they have run out of ideas?5 
 
On the third hand, by encouraging 
these financial distortions, the central 
bank economists have increasingly 
pushed the global economy towards 
another financial crisis.  
 
What is the solution?   
 
Perhaps we could start with central 
bankers pocketing those hands. 
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yields are now negative out to 10-year 
maturities.  
 
Instead of relief, this NIRP announce-
ment ushered in a wave of panic.  Ac-
cording to Goldman Sachs, the demand 
for cash is now very sensitive to inter-
est rates, even to the point that cash 
and deposits are nearly perfect substi-
tutes. Since deposit rates are so low, 
there is little penalty for holding cash; 
sales of household safes for storing 
cash have soared in Japan.2  
 
Japanese monetary policies all point to 
the diminishing influence of Abenom-
ics and to the potential failure of NIRP.  
Given Japan's massive debt and demo-
graphic headwinds, the oncoming re-
cession could trigger default, further 
yen devaluation, and possibly a depres-
sion. 
 
In China, after tripling federal debt 
since 2008, doubts linger about the 
sustainability of its own credit bubble, 
as evinced by the recent S&P down-
grade.  Even though China has record 
commodity imports and the biggest 
trade surplus in history, its economy is 
slowing. Because ‘social stability’ re-
mains paramount, however, a currency 
devaluation is still a significant risk. 
Should a yuan devaluation occur in the 
world’s growth engine, all bets are off.  

Thus global central bankers are locked 
in a competition to find out who can 
create the most potent strain of uncon-
ventional monetary policies.  There is 
an increasing concern that these eco-
nomic policies may be doing more 
harm than good.  Negative rates are 
incompatible with a healthy economy 
and have sparked worldwide concerns 
over the profitability of commercial 
banks and led to stock price wobbles 
across the developed world. 
 
Central bank policies “. . . have suc-
ceeded in blowing an epic asset bubble 
over the past several years. The discon-
nect with valuations has reached worri-
some levels. Since every dollar of 
monetary base has to be held by some-
one until it is retired, the goal of QE is 
to provoke discomfort with the form in 
which investors are forced to hold their 
savings. That doesn’t encourage people 
to save less. They just look for alterna-
tive forms of saving. So provided that 
investors are inclined to speculate, the 
main effect of QE is to amplify specu-
lative tendencies . . .”3  
 
The situation might not be so fraught if 
global debt hadn’t also soared since the 
financial crisis. Total global debt out-
standing has increased from roughly 
$145 trillion in 2007 to $225 trillion at 
present. The global economy has in-
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